
Comments on the Nenskra HPP project revised
Supplementary E&S Studies 

The revised Supplementary studies fail to properly assess the costs and
benefits of the Nenskra HPP project� only focusin� on the benefits of the
project.  The  disclosed  summary  of  the  Cost  Benefit  Analysis  critically
lacks  an  assessment  of  the  ener�y  efciency  alternatives�  the
environmental externalities� the opportunity costs and even an economic
internal rate of return has not been estimated. On the other hand� the
CBA  is  not  usin�  real-time  data�  allowin�  for  an  exa��eration  of  the
benefits  of  the  project.  Takin�  into  account  the  above-mentioned it  is
clear that the quality of the disclosed summary of the CBA is very low and
does not justify the need for the project.

Detailed in the sections below are concerns that address the low quality
of  the  disclosed CBA summary�  which in  our  view does not prove the
project to be beneficial.

1.  Lack  of  a  detailed  cost-beneft  analysis  (CBA)  and  no
clear economic return

The updated Supplementary E&S Studies claim that “The economic cost-
benefit analysis of the Nenskra HPP publicly disclosed in 2017 shows that
the  Project  is  cost  benefit  justifiedd.  It  is  followed  by  a  number  of
conclusions� which state: (1) the ne�otiated tarif in the power purchase
a�reement in real terms in 2019 will be US$5.48/MWh less than estimates
of the lon� run mar�inal cost of power in Geor�ia in 2019 prices; (2) the
tarif is also lower than the price Geor�ia pays to import power in winter
months  from  nei�hbours�  includin�  Russia�  and;  (3)  Geor�ia  will  also
benefit  from  tax  payments  to  the  �overnment.  Based  on  these
conclusions� the document concludes that the net efect of this is US$136
million net benefits in Present Value terms.

It should be noted that the CBA disclosed by the Government of Geor�ia
represents  simply  a  summary  report  and  not  a  detailed  analysis�  as
indicated  in  the  updated  supplementary  studies1.  Thus  the  numbers
provided in the study are a��re�ated data without detailed calculations
and references� makin� it impossible to justify the final conclusions of the
study� namely� what discount rates have been used while calculatin� the
US$136 million net benefits in Present Value terms and how has the lon�-
run mar�inal cost of power in Geor�ia in 2019 prices been estimated.

In addition� it is notable that accordin� to the Asian Development Bank’s
�uidelines  for  the  Economic  Analysis  of  Projects2�  a  project  is

1  “Economic Cost-Benefit Analysis of Nenskra Hydropower Project: Summary Re-
portd� see: http://www.ener�y.�ov.�e/projects/pdf/pa�es/Nenskras%20Hidroelektrosad�uris
%20Proektis%20Ekonomikuri%20Sar�eblianobis%20Analizi%201787%20�eo.pdf;
2  “A well-conducted economic analysis should show that (i) a project is in line with
the development context of a borrowin� country and the ADB’s country partnership strate�y
(CPS); (ii) there is stron� rationale for the public sector and ADB to finance the project; and
(iii) the selected project represents the most efcient or least-cost option amon� all the fea-
sible alternatives for achievin� the intended project benefits and� when benefit can be val-
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economically  viable  if  the  Economic  Internal  Rate  of  Return  (EIRR)
exceeds the social discount rate. Yet in the disclosed CBA for the Nenskra
HPP project� the EIRR was not estimated:  “We were not able to estimate
an economic internal rate of return for the project (EIRR)d  3  .  

Moreover�  the  CBA  is  based  on  either  unclear  data  and/or  lacks  key
aspects that are essential for havin� objective and realistic conclusions
resultin� from the CBA. 

1.2 Lon� term demand and option analysis

Accordin� to the European Commission’s “Guide to Cost-Benefit Analysis
of Major Projectsd4� in order to justify the feasibility of a project “The key
issue is the demand for ener�y� seasonal and lon� term trendsd as well as
an option analysis� includin� a comparison with: (1) the previous situation
without  the  project;  (2)  possible  alternatives  within  the  same
infrastructure;  and  (3)  possible  realistic  alternatives  for  producin�  the
ener�y required� includin� launchin� actions and policies aimed at ener�y
savin� instead of buildin� a new power station5.

The disclosed CBA reviews only two scenarios to reduce the lon� term
supply  �ap  of  electricity  in  Geor�ia�  referrin�  to  ESCO  data6 and  not
providin� the exact source of information: Fast �rowth (by 8% annually)
and  Slow  �rowth  (3%  annually)�  concludin�  that�  in  both  scenarios�
Geor�ia  will  need  to  build  more  capacity  to  fully  meet  demand.  It  is
notable  that  Geor�ia  does  not  have  a  lon�  term  ener�y  needs
assessment� while the electricity market operator (formerly ESCO) only
re�isters current electricity data and does not provide forecastin�. Thus it
is va�ue how� and based on what data� were the scenarios created. 

In  addition  the  CBA lacks  an  analysis  of  alternatives  aimed at  savin�
ener�y (ener�y efciency) instead of new construction.  Without proper
analysis of these components the project can not be justified.

1.3 Lackin� development scenarios and price dynamics

Another  critical  aspect missin� in the document  is a detailed financial
analysis.  Accordin�  to  European  Commission   �uidelines�  “In  order  to
make an accurate estimate it is necessary to refer to the development
scenarios of the other sectors.d7 Moreover� it is essential to evaluate a
forecast for price dynamics� preferably for 30-35 years. 

While development scenarios for the other sectors of Geor�ia are missin��
the forecast for electricity prices is based only on World Bank estimates
for Geor�ia� not takin� into account current price dynamics. Accordin� to
the document it will be rou�hly USD 78 per MWh in real terms in 2016�
referrin� to the Geor�ia Power Sector Policy Note of the World Bank from
June 2016. But the CBA does not mention the fact that the World Bank
considers  proposed hi�h prices as  challen�es for  the power sector  for

ued� it will �enerate a positive economic net present value (ENPV) usin� the minimum re-
quired economic internal rate of return (EIRR) as the discount rate� i.e.� the project has an
EIRR hi�her than the discount rate.d https://www.adb.or�/sites/default/files/institutional-doc-
ument/32256/economic-analysis-projects.pdf
3  3.1.1 Results for Geor�ia;
4  http://ec.europa.eu/re�ional_policy/sources/doc�ener/�uides/cost/pdf/3_full_en.pdf

5  http://ec.europa.eu/re�ional_policy/sources/doc�ener/�uides/cost/pdf/3_full_en.pdf
3.2.3 Feasibility and option analyses 
6  Fi�ure 2.4: Lon�-term Demand and Supply Forecasts for Geor�ia – By ESCO

7  3.2.4 Financial analysis 

http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/cost/pdf/3_full_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/cost/pdf/3_full_en.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/32256/economic-analysis-projects.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/32256/economic-analysis-projects.pdf


Geor�ia�  caused by  the  current  stock  of  Power  Purchase  A�reements�
includin� for the 280 MW Nenskra HPP project. Hydropower projects in
Geor�ia have not taken a least-cost framework into account� resultin� in
increased  fiscal  pressures  for  the  economy.8 Thus  the  World  Bank
recommends  that  Geor�ia  should  update  its  existin�  power  market
model� otherwise it will lead to hi�her impacts on the bottom 40% of the
population9.

It  is  notable  that  these  data  si�nificantly  difer  from  real  numbers.
Accordin� to the Geor�ian National Ener�y And Water Supply Re�ulatory
Commission’s (GNERC) resolution� the price of TPP-�enerated electricity
in  2017  has  ran�ed  from  USc  3.7/kWh  (USD  37  per  MWh)  for  the
Gardabani TPP to USc 5.0/kWh (USD 50 per MWh) for Block 9 and USc
5.9/kWh (USD 59 per MWh) for Blocks 3 and 4� while the avera�e import
price in 4 months of 2017 was USc 4.1/kWh (USD 41 per MWh). Therefore
it  is  unclear  why  the  CBA  does  not  focus  on  real-time  data  in  the
electricity sector� which is almost half of the price used in the CBA and
expected to decline  further.  

1.4 Ener�y dependence

The  evaluation  and  determination  of  value  attributed  to  a  �reater  or
lesser dependence on ener�y from abroad is  a further  very important
aspect that needs to be properly taken into account in the CBA. Accordin�
to the document� “The Project is most sensitive to chan�es in the price of
imported Russian electricity. We estimate that a 22.13 percent decrease
in the price of Russian electricity will result in the Project breakin� even in
economic  terms.  This  equates  to  a  decrease  in  the  price  paid  of
US$17.70/MWh below the current price of US$80/MWh.d10 

The CBA focuses only on the import of electricity from Russia and does
not mentionin� import  possibilities and prices from other nei�hbourin�
countries or the export potential of the country which has been depleted
because  of  the  drastic  fall  in  electricity  prices  in  Turkey.  This  is  an
important  aspect  to  consider  as  the  CBA  states  that  ESCO  will  earn
benefits from promotin� “exports by ESCO durin� the summer seasond.

1.5 Estimation of environmental externalities missin�

An  evaluation  of  the  environmental  externalities  is  one  of  the  main
shortcomin�s of the CBA. Accordin� to the European Commission Guide�
“The analysis  should  consider:  the  cost  of  the  measures  necessary to
neutralize possible ne�ative efects on the environment (air� water� land)
which derive from the implementation of the project; the cost of other
ne�ative  externalities  which  cannot  be  avoided  such  as  loss  of  land�

8
http://documents.vsemirnyjbank.or�/curated/ru/229391493845045659/pdf/P161767-Geor-
�ia-PLR-Approved-for-SECPO-04072017.pdfReport No. 108467-GE; pa�e 13 and pa�e 47;
9  “Accordin� to the World Banks’s assessment if the current Geor�ian power market
model is not updated� operatin� the power system will lead to hi�her costs and hi�her im-
pact on the bottom 40 percent of the population. For example� since 2014 the �overnment
has entered into power purchase a�reements (PPA) to stimulate hydropower and achieve
ener�y self-sufciency throu�h public-private partnerships. However� the associated contin-
�ent liabilities and risks have not been properly accounted for� which increased exposure to
fiscal risks. While PPP frameworks balancin� private and public sector risks are necessary
and useful for Geor�ia (as witnessed by experiences from Colombia� Panama� Chile� Philip-
pines� amon� others)� the key issue for Geor�ia is to establish a predictable and level-play-
in� Power Market. The �overnment already has started accountin� of fiscal risks and si�nifi-
cant steps were taken to assess and disclose fiscal risks stemmin� from PPAs.d
10  4.1 Sensitivity Analysis Results;

http://documents.vsemirnyjbank.org/curated/ru/229391493845045659/pdf/P161767-Georgia-PLR-Approved-for-SECPO-04072017.pdf
http://documents.vsemirnyjbank.org/curated/ru/229391493845045659/pdf/P161767-Georgia-PLR-Approved-for-SECPO-04072017.pdf


spoilin�  of  scenery�  etcd.  The  disclosed  CBA lacks  both  analyses  and
focuses only on savin�s from avoided CO2 emissions. Without monetizin�
the costs of the project on the environment� includin� its impacts on river
ecosystems� 700 hectares of forest and its biodiversity� the CBA cannot
be deemed to be sufcient. 

1.6 Opportunity cost

A calculation of  opportunity  cost is also missin� in the document.  The
European Commission �uideline directly states that opportunity cost has
to be an essential part of the CBA. The opportunity cost in the case of
Nenskra could be costs related to the lost income for the Country and for
the  local  population  from  ecotourism�  hikin�  and  extreme  sports
development (raftin�) in the valleys as a result of the project. 

2. Contract transparency

The confidentiality of the contract for the Nenskra hydro project remains
one of the most concernin� issues. Althou�h part of the contract has been
disclosed�  information  related  to  the  financin�  plan�  ener�y  rate�  tax
implications�  put  and  call  option  are  missin�.  The  power  purchase
a�reement (PPA) still  remains confidential.  Thus the disclosed contract
and summary of the CBA further raise questions about the feasibility of
the project.

3. Candidate Emerald site/Bern Convention

The Project Summary Document of the EBRD11 claims that “The Sponsor
adopted a precautionary approach and has assessed the project both as if
it is located within and outside a protected area.d Despite such claims� no
appropriate assessment on the impact of the project on any Emerald site
was done. Habitats were not assessed accordin� to the classifications of
Bern Convention Resolution 4 (1996) – EUNIS or Palaearctic classification.
This  was  proven  in  pa�e  73  of  the  Public  Disclosure  Report:  “It  is
therefore not possible to directly compare the results to the EUNIS habitat
results in all instances.d Additionally� no percenta�e of the population of
species or percenta�e of the area of habitats within the Emerald site to
be  impacted  by  the  project  was  calculated.  So  there  is  no  objective
scientific assessment in any of the studies related to the project as to how
si�nificant the impacts would be on the Emerald network in Geor�ia. 

In  addition�  a  the  revised  E&S  Studies  (Vol  4:  Biodiversity  Impact
Assessment)  claims  that  “no  Critical  Habitats  were  assessed  to  be
present within the Project-afected area (dam and reservoir� powerhouse
and  penstock�  Nakra  water  intake)�  as  the  habitats  present  were
considered  to  be  modified  throu�h  lo��in�  and  stock  �razin�.  While
emblematic species such as brown bear� lynx and wolf are present in the
Project area� none of the habitats present were considered to be Critical
for  the conservation status  of  these species as it  was considered that
habitats outside the Project area.d

These claims contradict the recent position of the Bern Convention and
the  conclusions  of  the  Bio�eo�raphical  seminar  held  by  international
experts in Tbilisi  in November 2017. In a letter sent to the Ministry of
Environment and Natural  Resources Protection (and also copied to the
EBRD) by the Bern Convention Secretariat� it is stated that “The Bureau
reco�nised that the site comprises some of the most pristine nature areas
in Geor�ia and expressed a�ain its concern over the fact that the area of
the Svaneti 1 Candidate Emerald site has been drastically reduced�d and

11 http://www.ebrd.com/work-with-us/projects/psd/nenskra-hpp.html

https://wcd.coe.int/com.instranet.InstraServlet?command=com.instranet.CmdBlobGet&InstranetImage=2935396&SecMode=1&DocId=2298560&Usage=2
http://www.ebrd.com/work-with-us/projects/psd/nenskra-hpp.html


“The  Bureau  decided  that  there  is  a  stron�  need  to  receive  further
clarification on the exact species and habitats present in the area� and on
how the exclusion of  some parts  of  the candidate site will  impact  the
overall sufciency of the Emerald Networkd. The Bureau also draw “the
attention of national authorities to the possibility of or�anisin� an on-the-
spot assessment to the area in 2018� after the November 2017 Seminar
in Tbilisi12.d (See Annex 1)

In  the  final  conclusions  (See Annexes  2,  3  and  4)  of  the
Bio�eo�raphical  seminar  the  experts  a�ree  that  the  reduction  of  the
Emerald sites "Svaneti"  and "Racha"  in the West Caucasus has led to
insufcient  protection  of  seven  species  and  15  habitats  in  the  Alpine
re�ion of Geor�ia. The developments are especially concernin� for brown
bear� lynx� �reater horseshoe bat� Alpine lon�horn beetle� beech forests�
fir  forests�  riverine  scrub  and  alder  �alleries  alon�  the  rivers.  Their
‘sufcient’ status of 2015 was chan�ed to ‘insufcient moderate’� which
means  that  new  sites  or  the  extension  of  existin�  sites  should  be
proposed  by  the  country.  The  conclusions  prove  the  importance  of
excluded areas such as the Nenskra and Nakra valleys and most probably
will lead to the openin� of a file in 2018 followin� the Bern Convention
complaint re�ardin� the construction of the Nenskra Hydropower project. 

4. Environmental foo

The  newly  revised  supplementary  studies  of  the  Nenskra  HPP  do  not
properly address issues concernin� environmental fow which have been
raised by  Green Alternative.  Instead�  the  revised E&S Studies  provide
even more questionable and contradictory explanations. They claim that
“the ecolo�ical fow is not the critical factor with re�ard to maintainin�
ecolo�ical  continuity  and  no  net  loss  of  biodiversityd�  based  on  the
assumption that  “at the confuence with the Okrili  River located 4 km
downstream from the dam� the Nenskra fow will represent 15% of the
existin�  situation�d  and  “Upstream from the  powerhouse�  the  Nenskra
fow will represent 40% of the existin� situation without the damd. 

It needs to be noted that this information is not substantiated further in
the Studies. Accordin� to volume 5 of the E&S Studies (3.1.1 input data)�
the followin� river fow data has been used: 1) Daily fow rates for the
Nakra River recorded at the Naki �au�in� station� 2) Mestiachala River�
recorded at the Mestia �au�in� station� both coverin� the period 1956-
1986 and monthly fow rates recorded at the Lakhami �au�in� station on
the Nenskra River� plus on�oin� hydrolo�ical studies for the purpose of
estimatin� the Maximum Probable Flood� desi�nin� the spillway and for
determinin�  power  production.  Moreover�  Chapter  3  “Biodiversity  fow
measurements:  Summary  tabled   provides  information  about  sin�le
measurements  of  river  stretches  conducted  between  October  6  and
October 9� 2015 on the rivers Nakra� Nenskra� Tskhvandiri and Okrili. 

These claims are misleadin�� as up-to-date information about the Nenkra
and Nakra river fows� as well as their tributaries� does not exist to allow
the drawin� of such conclusions.  It needs to be mentioned that such an
approach  also  represents  a  violation  of  the  environmental  and  social
policy  of  the  EBRD�  as  confirmed  by  the  EBRD’s  Project  Complaint
Mechanism in the cases of the Dariali and Paravani HPP projects .

12  Letter of Bern convention to Ministry of Environment and natural 
resources protection; November 13th� 2017; 



Moreover�  the  E&S  Studies  do  not  specify  the  methodolo�y  of  the
environmental fow used in the project. One document (Volume 4: 7.3.1.4
Environmental fow: chan�e in river fow and water quality) stressed that
hydraulic studies were conducted by Stucky and SLR in order to assess
fow and chan�es in water depth focusin� on river velocities. It is unclear
how the consultants arrived at the conclusion that either 15% and/or 40%
or “environmental fow of 0.85 m3/s will be sufcient to support aquatic
faunal  populations  downstream  of  Nenskra  Damd  without  usin�  any
environmental  fow  determination  methodolo�y  (neither  holistic  or
hydrolo�ical)  or  havin� up to  date data on the river fow rates of  the
Nenskra and Nakra rivers and their tributaries. 

By  contrast�  accordin�  to  information  provided  in  the  Non  Technical
Summary (Para�raph B “predicted impacts on Hydrolo�yd)�  the project
completely chan�es the seasonal natural fow re�imes of the Nenskra and
Nakra rivers:  “Avera�e monthly increases ran�e from 5% in June - which
is the month with the hi�hest fow rate - to 300% in winter� when there is
naturally a low fow rate. The downstream fow will be also si�nificantly
infuenced by the hourly variations in the dischar�e of the powerhouse
turbines causin� instantaneous Nenskra fows that are hi�her than those
of the natural conditions. In February - when the river fow is at its lowest
- the peak ener�y turbinin� would cause the river fow downstream of the
powerhouse to vary from 3 to 50 m3/s.d 

Therefore� it is unclear what studies have been used by the authors in
order to conclude that “the chan�e in river levels and fow velocity which
will occur as a result of the dam could be of benefit to fish populations in
some sections of the riverd� or in which part of the supplementary studies
was disclosed “the assessment of the efectiveness of the ecolo�ical fowd
that concluded that planned ecolo�ical fows will be sufcient to support
aquatic faunal populations.  

The report  ‘Fish�  Invertebrates  and Otter Monitorin�’  published on the
project website13 raises even �reater concerns� first by pointin� out the
value of the Nenskra and Nakra rivers: “By biolo�ical status� both Nakra
and  Nenskra  rivers  has  hi�h  status  (extremely  �ood  quality)�  except
downstream Chuberi brid�e where it reduces to �ood one (�ood quality)�d
and then by pointin� out the possible concequencies of reduced fow: “In
conditions of low fow� the capacity of the rivers (both Nenskra and Nakra)
to move stones is reduced.  Without  hi�h fow events�  landslides could
lead  to  establishment  of  natural  unpassable  barriers  for  the  trout
upstream mi�ration.d

4.1 Environmental fow and microclimate

A further concernin� issue relates to the impacts on the microclimate of
the  valley.  The  document  claims  that  “reduced  fow  of  water  is  not
expected to cause a chan�e in the quantity of evaporated water as the
surface area of the river in Chuberi will not be si�nificantly modified� and
the  project  is  not  expected  to  have  a  discernible  efect  on  water
temperature.d It further states that “In summer with the dam� the spray
produced can be expected to be of a similar order of ma�nitude to that
produced in a dry-year without the dam.d 

13 http://nenskra.�e/inc/uploads/2017/04/Blue-Rivers-
Report_Nov2017_ENG.pdf



It should be noted that hydraulic modelin� of the rivers is not provided in
the E&S Studies to assess the modified river and fow in the riverbed�
includin� the area that will  be watered in the riverbed� and thus such
claims are not substantiated. Moreover� it is hi�hly unlikely that drastic
chan�es in the hydrolo�ical re�imes of the river (reducin� to 5% in June�
and increasin� to 300% in February) will not impact the surface area of
the river when there are clear examples of other HPPs newly constructed
in Geor�ia with dried riverbeds.

5. Associated facilities

Accordin� to the updated E&S Studies� “At the start of public disclosure in
February 2017� the reported location of this substation was at Khudoni�
but it is now currently proposed to be located in the Nenskra valley close
to  the  existin�  500 kV Kavkasioni  overhead line  in  order  to  enable  a
connection  into  this  transmission  line�d  and  “the  location  of  the  new
500/220/110 kV substation as well as the ali�nment of the proposed 220
kV Transmission Line were yet to be defined by GSE when the present
report  was  completed.  The  expected  completion  dates  for  required
substation and transmission lines are as follows: • 2017: preparation of
the  feasibility  study;  and   •  2018  -  2020:  detailed  desi�n�  ESIA  and
construction.d

As  in  the  case  of  the  previous  version�  the  ESIA  does  not  assess  the
environmental  and  social  impact  of  the  full  scale  development  of  the
associated  facilities�  essential  for  the  project's  viability�  includin�  the
220kv transmission lines and power house. It should be noted that the
location  of  the  powerhouse  has  also  been  chan�ed.  The  EBRD’s
Environmental and Social Guidance Note for Hydropower Projects� states
“The EBRD’s PRs do not apply to these associated activities or facilities
but the environmental and social assessment process will need to identify
and characterise potentially si�nificant environmental  and social issues
associated with them� as defined by Performance Requirement 1 (PR1)�
para�raph 9.d

In addition� it �oes a�ainst the ADB’s requirement that “Project impacts
and  risks  should  be  analyzed  in  the  context  of  the  project’s  area  of
infuence.  The  area  of  infuence  may  span:  “Associated  facilities  not
funded  by  the  project  but  whose  existence  and  viability  are  entirely
dependent  on  the  project  and  whose services  are  essential  to  project
operationd. 

“Even  thou�h  the  impacts  and  miti�ation  measures  from  the
development of associated facilities do not have to be analyzed in detail
in the EIA/IEE of the project financed by the ADB� basic information about
the  main  desi�n  features�  their  location�  the  si�nificance  of  potential
impacts�  the required approval  process�  and institutional arran�ements
should be described in the EIA/IEE. The ADB reviews these facilities as
part of its due dili�ence to determine if the associated level of impacts
and risks to the environment and people is acceptable� reco�nizin� that
the borrower/client should address these impacts and risks in a manner
that is commensurate to the borrower/client’s control and infuence over
the associated facilities.d14

14 https://www.adb.or�/sites/default/files/institutional-document/33739/files/environ-
ment-safe�uards-�ood-practices-sourcebook-draft.pdf

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/33739/files/environment-safeguards-good-practices-sourcebook-draft.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/33739/files/environment-safeguards-good-practices-sourcebook-draft.pdf


6. Impact on biodiversity 

Quality of fauna� fora and habitats surveys

The quality of the fauna� fora and habitats surveys was very poor durin�
the period 2011-2014 (for example� no bear presence was found) and this
was one of the reasons to completely chan�e the methodolo�ies for the
Supplementary Packa�e. But in 2015 only autumn months were covered
and in 2016 only a few mammal species were studied. As a result the
2015-2016 studies do not compensate for the poor quality of the previous
studies.  There is no proof that any onsite study of breedin� birds was
carried out; for example� the number of pairs of species present in the
reservoir site is unknown.

No appropriate assessment on the Emerald site

No appropriate assessment on the impact of the project on any Emerald
site  was  made.  Habitats  were  not  assessed  accordin�  to  the
classifications  of  Bern  Convention  Resolution  4  (1996)  –  EUNIS  or
Palaearctic  classification.  This  was  proven  in  pa�e  73  of  the  Public
Disclosure Report:  “It  is therefore not possible to directly compare the
results  to  the  EUNIS  habitat  results  in  all  instances.d  Additionally�  no
percenta�e  of  the  population  of  species  or  percenta�e  of  the  area  of
habitats  within  the  Emerald  site  to  be  impacted  by  the  project  was
calculated. So there is no objective scientific assessment re�ardin� how
si�nificant the impacts would be on Emerald sites.

The 2017 Supplementary Studies state that “The objective of the present
chapter is not to justify� a posteriori� why the proposed Nenskra HPP is
the least-impact alternative to achieve the power production objectives
required  by  the  Government.  There  are  other  considerations  such  as
politics preference (...) which have - and will - prevail-(ed).d This means
that there was no scientific reason for choosin� Alternative 1: Nenskra
Stora�e and Nakra Diversion Project.

Lackin� precautionary principle

The leopard was evaluated with Scientific Reserve in the Alpine Re�ion
durin� the last Bio�eo�raphical seminar in Tbilisi in November 2017. This
means  that  its  presence  in  the  re�ion  is  unclear.  The  precautionary
principle  should  be  taken  for  endan�ered  species  such  as  this  one�
moreover  it  is  reported  for  Emerald  sites  just  north  of  Svaneti  in  the
Russian  Federation.  Impacts  on  Tur  (and  also  on  Leopard�  Caucasian
snowcock�  Caucasian  �rouse)  would  not  come  directly  from  the
construction of the reservoir. As stated on pa�es 5 and 9 of the Public
Disclosure  Report:  “A  number  of  miti�ation  actions  are  bein�
implemented�  includin�  providin�  access  roads to  new pasture  landsd�
and  the  “Project  is  expected  to  employ  a  total  of  1�142  peopled.
Consequently  there  will  be  a  lar�e  increase  in  human  presence  and
activity�  with  disturbance  and  poachin�  pressure  bein�  felt  by  hi�h-
mountain species.

Onsite study of breedin� birds missin�



There is no proof that any onsite study of breedin� birds was done� for
example� the number of pairs of species present in the reservoir site or
the exact location of breedin� territories. 

The  sentence  “While  habitat  loss  could  occur�  bird  welfare  will  be
maintainedd  shows the lack of  understandin� from the authors  of  the
reports on the impacts the project could have on birds in �eneral. How
would the welfare of the booted ea�le be maintained when its nestin�
tree is under water from the reservoir? As stated in the IUCN Red List
assessment  for  the  species:  “Habitat  loss  is  also  due  to  urbanization�
construction of reservoirs and fire.d  

No proper ve�etation studies

Ve�etation surveys were not carried out accordin� to Bern Convention
classification. No assessment of the habitats areas was carried out for
Emerald  sites  to  allow comparison  with areas to  be  destroyed by the
project.   

Miti�ation strate�y

A miti�ation strate�y should propose real actions to miti�ate the loss of
habitats. A detailed foristic inventory and habitat loss area mappin� and
survey should be done durin� the impact assessment phase� not after the
project is approved and fundin� for the project ensured. How can the total
project costs be calculated if miti�ation costs are unknown?

Anti-poachin� measures

The proposed measures  are  not  onsite  anti-poachin� measures.  Some
questions to be answered include: What new roads will be opened? How
would  they  facilitate  poachin�?  How will  more  than  1000  workers  be
controlled?  How will  access  to  the  winter  dens  of  the  brown bear  be
controlled? How much will the miti�ation measures cost?

Detailed Reforestation Mana�ement Plan missin�

A detailed Reforestation Mana�ement Plan has not been presented up to
now� and it is unclear where it would take place� it is impossible to assess
what can be compensated. 

We have shown proof of the value of forests at the reservoir site� whilst
JSCNH's  statement  that  the  majority  of  habitats  are  not  of  hi�h
conservation  quality  has  no  scientific  �roundin�.  On  the  map  of
www.intactforests.or� the area of  Svaneti  is  one of  the last  remainin�
territories  in  temperate  Eurasia  with  pristine  forests.  The  draft
mana�ement plan for the proposed Svaneti National Park also noted the
Nenskra  and  Nakra  valleys  as  the  core  area  for  conservation.  It  is
impossible for a Reforestation Mana�ement Plan to compensate for the
loss of intact forests. There is no answer either to concerns about all non-
forest habitats bein� lost. 

Old-�rowth  �alleries  of  alder  are  common  in  the  Nenskra  and  Nakra
valleys� but not so common in the rest of Svaneti. Moreover� in the area
of the Nenskra reservoir the valley is very wide with a hu�e area of intact
alluvial  forest.  Impacts  on  alluvial  forests  at  the  reservoir  and  from
chan�es to the hydrolo�ical  re�ime downstream of the Nenskra� Nakra

http://www.intactforests.org/


and  En�uri  Rivers  were  not  assessed  at  all�  and  no
miti�ation/compensation was proposed. 

We would like to add that� accordin� to the EU Habitats Directive� alder
�alleries are listed as priority habitat 91E0. 

Riparian habitats downstream of the Nenskra Dam

The Nenskra Dam will stop sediment fow� which halts the formation of
habitats  downstream dependin�  on  sediment.  So  the  claim about  the
creation  of  “more  river  braids�  islands  or  ponded  areasd  is  hard  to
substantiate. 

In  major  dam  schemes�  the  foodplain  below  the  dam  experiences  a
reduction in braided channels�  and a halt on the reproduction of most
types of wetland habitats dependent on foods and on the active �rowth
of  pioneer  forest  species  which  were  previously  constrained  by
foodin�/inundation. 

The assessment should be concerned with not only the quantity but also
the  quality  of  habitats  that  are  destroyed  or  de�raded.  It  is  possible
(althou�h it does not have to be true) that some areas could increase
downstream from the HPP� but this will  no lon�er be the same habitat
qualitatively.  The  sensitive  balance  in  these  types  will  inevitably  be
afected first by the loss of species that have adapted for centuries to live
under  such  rare  conditions:  stron�  torrents  in  summer�  and  drou�ht
durin� winter. As both conditions will be almost completely chan�ed on
the Nenskra and Nakra Rivers�  conditions  will  be  created for  the  new
areas to be colonized by species livin� in the surroundin� habitats (which
will chan�e the habitat)� and those of the most valuable and endan�ered
species will undoubtedly disappear.

JSCNH is responsible for conductin� a proper assessment of the impact on
riparian  habitats  and  for  reducin�  uncertainty  in  predictions.  Valley
bottom habitats  are  physically  shaped  by  the  action  of  water�  usually
when a food fushes throu�h (90% of sediments are moved by foods).
The waterin� of many habitat types also happens most intensively durin�
food events.

Therefore they need to know how the hydro�raph chan�es (if available�
the most optimal would be based on weekly values for typical years) with
diferent water availability (say 10%� 25%� 50% and 75%). 

We would like to stress that all riparian habitats were assessed durin� the
Bio�eo�raphical  seminar  2017  as  ‘Insufcient  moderate’  in  the  Alpine
Re�ion of Geor�ia� because not enou�h Emerald sites were proposed for
protection. 

Lack of information on endemic species

There is a lack of information on the number of endemic species and the
importance of the populations to be destroyed. We should add that the
Svaneti  foristic  re�ion  has  some  local  endemic  plants  –
Cirsiumalbowianum�  Hieraciumabakurae�  Hieraciumchlorochromum�
Lamyropsischaradzeae�  Potentillasommieri�  Potentillasvanetica�
Euphrasiasvanica�  Campanula  svanetica�  Campanula  en�urensis�  etc.
Special research is needed for these plants.



Impacts on birds and mammals

Discussions with local people is not a sufcient methodolo�y to search for
core areas for the species. This �oes especially for lynx which is a very
difcult to observe species� as was proven in the case of the Mavrovo
National Park in Macedonia� where the EBRD’s Boskov Most project was
planned to be situated.

A  ban  on  the  work  force  huntin�  durin�  construction  and  the
implementation  of  education  in  schools  only  partially  covers  poachin�
problems� but habitat destruction and increased disturbance issues are
not covered. The proposed anti-poachin� measures could not miti�ate the
easier  access durin� all  months of  the year to the upper  parts  of  the
Nenskra and Nakra valley. 

Approximately 1�000 tur live in the Svaneti re�ion in Geor�ia (NACRES�
2006). Our estimation is that at least 150 animals live in the Nenskra and
Nakra valleys� but the numbers could be much hi�her. The construction of
the  Nenskra  project  could  threaten  3-4%  of  the  world  population  by
poachin�� disturbance and the destruction of winter habitats (the world
population is estimated at 5�000-6�000 animals by Weinber� (2004)). 

There is� furthermore� no answer as how many breedin� pairs of Booted
Ea�le�  Red-breasted  Flycatcher�  Caucasus  Chifchaf�  Caucasian
Snowcock� Caucasian Grouse� Green Sandpiper will be impacted by the
above-mentioned problems. 

Lack of fish data

A lack of  fish  data  is  one of  the  bi��est  problems of  the  biodiversity
assessment.  As  written  in  the  Supplementary  Packa�e�  “The  aquatic
biodiversity  survey  had  to  rely  on  a  habitat  assessment  and  the
examination  of  fish  cau�ht  by  local  an�lers  as  electro-fishin�  was not
licensed in Geor�ia at the time of survey.d. However� after the project
construction  starts  in  the  Miti�ation  Strate�y�  in  the  same  document
other  techniques  were  proposed:  “To  catch  adult  fish  the  followin�
devices will  be used: box traps� castin� net� fishin� rods� trotlines and
seine nettin�. The juvenile trout will likely be cau�ht usin� seine/landin�
nets� drift traps and cone traps.d 

An additional survey made by Blue Rivers between September 5 and 9�
2017  only  proved  the  need  for  more  detailed  assessments  in  better
season.  The survey was carried out  over only five days and after  the
second day rain caused “si�nificant raise of water leveld. En�uri River was
not monitored at all and “2 monitorin� stations (...) were not reachable
because of canyon shape of river valley and hi�h water leveld. Also: “It is
worth  notin��  that  the  surveys  were  conducted  in  the  period  of  hi�h
water� so the presence of the riverbed channels should be reconfirmed
durin� the low fow.d  

7.  Social  impacts  assessment,  land  acquisition  and
livelihood restoration

The  ESIA  concludes  that  only  89  families  in  both  �or�es  would  be
impacted directly by the project� therefore the social impacts are not that
si�nificant. However� the broader impacts on vulnerable se�ments of the
population –such as women� the elderly and internally-displaced people –
have not been assessed. In the updated ESIA� while the project company
at the end reco�nizes those �roups as vulnerable� the action plan does
not �o beyond proposin� 15 percent of workplaces for women as an equal



opportunity.  For all social impacts miti�ation measures (such as repair of
schools� ambulances� roads and water system)  the company has pled�ed
USD 4 million to the community� underlinin� that it would be based on the
community’s  choice.  However�  as there is  no clear  assessment  of  the
broader  community  impacts�  it  is  almost  impossible  to  say  what  the
compensation would miti�ate.

A  field investi�ation by Bankwatch in July 2017 found evidence that the
Land Acquisition and Livelihood Restoration Plan (LALRP) developed by
JSC Nenkra Hydro is  inaccurate  and fails  to properly map�  assess and
provide adequate compensation for the project afected persons (PAPs)�
especially  for  those who are si�nificantly  and severely afected by the
project.

In its response JSN Nenskra (https://�oo.�l/Nsesav) admits that  mistakes
could  have  been  made  in  the  mappin�  and  in  the  informin�  about
compensation. Given the scale of the project� and the impacts it will have
on local communities� it is difcult to ima�ine how people were left out of
the consultation process� especially people that own land and assets in
the project area� of which the entire community is aware� be it in the
Nenskra  or  Nakra  valleys.  The  company  claims  that  door  to  door
socioeconomic surveys were conducted in 2015 and 2016 and included all
residents from the two valleys� includin� the powerhouse site. 

The  company  also  explains  that  the  compensation  process  is  not  yet
finished and this mi�ht be a reason for people not bein� aware of the
entire  compensation  scheme.  In  this  re�ard�  this  is  proof  of  the
company’s failure to respect the timeline approved by its supplementary
ESIA. 

Only in November 2017� an updated ESIA presented the compensation
scheme and its  operational  �uidelines  for   traditionally-owned but  not
le�ally  reco�nizable  lands  –  like  forests  –  under  Geor�ian  le�islation.
However�  accordin� to the LALRP�  the final  number  of  afected people
with traditional  properties  is  still  unknown.  “In  September  2017�  when
writin�  this  LALRP�  the  number  of  households  to  be  considered  as
traditional  users  of  the  Machlitchala  and  KvemoMemuli  pastures  was
bein� discussed with afected people.  If  the fi�ures provided hereafter
evolve as a result of the on-�oin� discussions� this will be refected in the
monitorin� reports.d

In order to pay compensation for non-le�alizable property under Geor�ian
le�islation� the land plots will be first re�istered under the State.

Therefore� the amount of people with non-le�alizable ownership is still not
defined. Moreover� accordin� to the LALRP� “For the non-le�alizable land
plots�  compensation arran�ements will  be issued in the names of both
spouses  or  heads  of  household.  Whenever  needed�  assistance  will  be
provided to open bank accounts under the name of husband and wife.
The compensation oill be paid to the household head only if the
affected household is female headed. For the re�istered land plots�
payment will be made to the titled owner� and the Project will ensure that
both  spouses have the same level  of  information of  the payment  and
compensation process.d (Pa�e 75� volume 9).  

There have been a number  of  concerns re�ardin�  the  traditional  land
users compensation� includin�:

https://goo.gl/Nsesav


1. The  compensation  scheme for  non-le�alizable  land  plots  is  not
available in the Geor�ian lan�ua�e.

2. There is still not a clear number of people who own the properties
in the area.

3. Accordin� to the recently published contract�  “If  for any reason
under  applicable  law�  the  GOG  is  unable  to  transfer  to  the
company clear title to any parcel of the required lands� the GOG
shall  �rant  to  the  company  an  irrevocable  valid  and
unencumbered ri�ht  to  build  in  respect  of  each such parcel  of
required lands that can not be transferred to the company under
applicable law.d 

Takin�  into  account  the  fact  that  the  company  could  not  mana�e  to
identify the number of directly impacted households  over the last  few
years�  includin� those with non-reco�nizable land ri�hts�  there is quite
extensive scepticism about how efectively it will implement the LALRP in
the months ahead. 


